Consider a graph G with a coloring of its edge set E(G) from a set Q = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c q }. Let Q i be the set of all edges colored with c i . Recently, Frieze [7] defined a notion of perfect matching color profile denoted by mcp(G), which is the set of vectors (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m q ) ∈ [n] q such that there exists a perfect matching M in G with |Q i ∩ M | = m i for all i. Let α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α q be positive constants such that q i=1 α i = 1. Let G be the random bipartite graph G n,n,p . Suppose the edges of G are independently colored with color c i with probability α i . We determine the threshold for the event mcp(G) = [n] q , answering a question posed by Frieze in [7] .
Introduction
Randomly colored random graphs have been extensively studied in various contexts throughout the last two decades. To mention a few examples, (i) rainbow matchings and Hamilton cycles, see e.g., [2] , [3] , [9] , [13] ; (ii) rainbow connection, see e.g., [5] , [11] , [12] , [15] , [14] ; (iii) pattern colored Hamilton cycles, see e.g., [1] , [6] . Continuing the research in this line, Frieze defined an elegant notion of color profile in [7] and gave bounds on the matching color profile for randomly colored random bipartite graphs.
Throughout this paper, we have the following setting: We are given a bipartite graph G, and positive constants α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α q with q i=1 α i = 1. Suppose each of the edges of G are independently colored with a random color from the set Q = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c q } with probability P (c(e) = c i ) = α i , where c(e) denotes the color of the edge e ∈ E(G). Define the color class Q i = {e ∈ E(G) : c(e) = c i }. The perfect matching color profile mcp(G) is defined to be the set of vectors (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m q ) ∈ [n] q such that there exists a perfect matching M in G with |Q i ∩ M| = m i for all i.
We will only consider G to be the random bipartite graph G n,n,p . For an event E n , we say that E n occurs with high probability (in short, w.h.p.) if P(E n ) → 1 as n → ∞. Erdős and Rényi proved that G n,n,p has a perfect matching w.h.p. when p = log n+ω n for any ω = ω(n) → ∞ with ω = o(log n). Moreover, for the same value of p, Frieze [7] proved that if the edges of G = G n,n,p are independently colored with q colors with constant probabilities, then most of the elements (m 1 ,
Theorem 1 (Frieze) . Let α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α q , β be positive constants such that α 1 + α 2 + · · · + α q = 1 and β < 1/q. Let G be the random bipartite graph G n,n,p where p = log n+ω n , ω = ω(n) → ∞ where ω = o(log n). Suppose that the edges of G are independently colored with colors from It is not hard to check that w.h.p. (n, 0, . . . , 0) / ∈ mcp(G), in view of the fact that the bipartite graph induced by the first color is distributed as G n,n,α 1 p and has isolated vertices w.h.p. Frieze asked the natural question of determining the threshold for mcp(G) = {(m 1 , . . . , m q ) ∈ [0, n] q : m 1 + · · · + m q = n}. In this paper, we determine that threshold. Theorem 2. Let α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α q be positive constants such that α 1 + α 2 + · · · + α q = 1. Let
Let G be the random bipartite graph G n,n,p where p = log n+ω α min n , ω = ω(n) → ∞ where ω = o(log n). Suppose that the edges of G are independently colored with colors from C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c q } where P(c(e) = c i ) = α i for e ∈ E(G), i ∈ [q]. Let m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m q satisfy m 1 + · · · + m q = n. Then w.h.p., there exists a perfect matching M in which exactly m i edges are colored with c i , i = 1, 2, . . . , q. In other words, mcp(G) = {(m 1 , . . . , m q ) ∈ [0, n] q : m 1 + · · · + m q = n}.
Without loss of generality, we can always assume that α min = α 1 . Let us first determine the lower bound on the threshold. To do so note that it is enough to show that the same threshold holds even for the event (n, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ mcp(G). To see this, remember that the bipartite graph induced by the color c 1 is distributed as G n,n,α 1 p . The claim now follows from the known thresholds of a random bipartite graph to have a perfect matching, see e.g., Theorem 6.1 of [8] . The general strategy to prove the upper bound on the threshold in Theorem 2 is the following: suppose there is a perfect matching M using m i edges with color c i . We can assume without loss of generality that m 1 ≥ n q , then w.h.p. we can find a perfect matching M ′ consisting of one less edge of color c 1 and one more edge of color c 2 . This paper is organized as follows. The next section is devoted to prove a few structural lemmas about random bipartite graphs. Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 2. Finally, we finish with a few concluding remarks.
Structural lemmas
Let us denote the bipartition of V (G) by A and B. For sets S ⊆ A and T ⊆ B, we let e i (S, T ) denote the number of edges between S and T of color c i . We say that the vertex u is c i -adjacent to vertex v if the edge (u, v) exists and has color c i . Throughout this section, the probability p = log n+ω α min n , for some
such that |S|, |T | ≥ n q and |X| = β · n log n where β = 10 log(eq), and each x ∈ X is c i -adjacent to fewer than log n 10q vertices in T .
Proof
We can assume without loss of generality that |S| = |T | = n q . Now we have: Suppose from now on that we are given a bipartite graph G for which the high probability properties of random bipartite graphs (G n,n,p ) mentioned in the last two sections hold. Fix (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m q ) ∈ [0, n] q such that q i=1 m i = n. Our goal is to show that G has a perfect matching M such that |M ∩ Q i | = m i for all i. Without loss of generality we can assume that m 1 = max {m i : i ∈ [q]}. This implies that m 1 ≥ n q . As mentioned in the introduction, we know that there is a perfect matching in the subgraph induced by color c 1 in G. We proceed in the following way: starting with a perfect matching with color profile (n, 0, . . . , 0), for any fixed color c j with j = 1 we show the existence of a perfect matching with one less edge in color c 1 and one more edge in color c j . We keep doing this process until we get a matching with m i edges with color c i for all i. Note that we need n − m 1 steps to reach a matching with the color profile (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m q ), because in every step, we find a matching with one less edge in color c 1 . So, it is enough to show that for any perfect matching M in G with |M ∩ Q i | = µ i and µ 1 > n q , there is a matching M ′ in G with |M ′ ∩ Q 1 | = µ 1 − 1, |M ′ ∩ Q 2 | = µ 2 + 1 and |M ′ ∩ Q i | = µ i for all other i.
We show the above statement by finding an appropriate alternating cycle. More precisely, we find a cycle C with vertex sequence (x 1 ∈ A, y 1 ∈ B, x 2 ∈ A, y 2 ∈ B, . . . , x ℓ ∈ A, y ℓ ∈ B, x 1 ) such that (i) (x i , y i ) ∈ M, (ii) (y i , x i+1 ) ∈ M, (iii) (x 1 , y 1 ) ∈ Q 2 , and (iv) E(C)\{(x 1 , y 1 )} ⊆ Q 1 . For the convenience of writing the proof, we introduce a few notations. Let
. For a subset S ⊆ A, let N i (S) = {b ∈ B : ∃a ∈ S such that (a, b) ∈ Q i }, and N i (a) = N i ({a}) for a ∈ A. For a subset S ⊆ A, let M(S) = {b ∈ B : ∃a ∈ S such that (a, b) ∈ M}. Next, define the following two sets.
It follows from Lemma 3 that |A 1 \ D ′ 0 | ≤ 10 log(eq) · n log n and from Lemma 4 that |A 1 \ D 0 | ≤ n log n .
where β ′ = 10 log(eq) + 1, and e 1 (W t , M(W t )) ≥ tk 0 .
Plugging in γ = β ′ + 1 and δ = 10 in Lemma 5, we see that this sequence stops with t = τ ≤ n log n . Let β ′′ = β ′ + 1. Now let R 0 = A 1 \ W τ . Observe the following:
Also note that for any a ∈ R 0 , the following holds:
We now fix some a 0 ∈ R 0 and define a sequence of sets X 0 = {a 0 } , Y 0 , X 1 , Y 1 , . . . in an recursive fashion, where X j ⊆ R 0 and Y j ⊆ B 1 . Having defined X i , i ≥ 0 we let
Suppose that 1 ≤ |X i | ≤ α 2 min n/(200q log n). Then by (2),
Applying Lemma 6 we see that
Because the sets X 1 , X 2 , . . . expand rapidly, the total size of j≤i X j is small compared with the R.H.S of (3) and so Lemma 8 follows. ✷ By Lemma 8, we can pick k as small as possible such that
Define R 0 ∈ B 1 equivalently to the set R 0 ∈ A 1 . We can pick a 0 ∈ R 0 and b 0 ∈ R 0 such that (a 0 , b 0 ) ∈ M, because of the facts that |R 0 | > |A 1 | 2 (by (1)) and |R 0 | > |B 1 | 2 (similar to (1)). As before, we can define
Similar to Lemma 8, we have the following:
And similarly we have the smallest l for which |X l | ≥ α 2 min n 5000q 2 .
By Lemma 7 we know that there is an edge (a, b) ∈ M with color c 2 such that a ∈ X k and b ∈ X l . Now find an alternating path from a to a 0 and b to b 0 using the above argument to show the existence of an alternating cycle a → a 0 b 0 → ba as desired. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we consider a random bipartite graph G = G n,n,p and determine the threshold on the parameter p for the event mcp(G) = {(m 1 , . . . , m q ) ∈ [0, n] q : m 1 + · · · + m q = n}. We believe that it is possible to extend our method to randomly colored G n,p . We leave this for future research. Other directions of research would be to determine mcp(G) for Hamilton cycles, spanning trees etc. or to consider deterministic host graphs (e.g., Dirac graphs) instead of random graphs.
